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Message From Your Editors

T his issue of The Recorder is dedicated to,

and in memory of, Elizabeth (Betty) Lewis.

The author of all previous “Messages from Your

Editors,” her contributions to life at Westminster

Canterbury Lynchburg

were many. They include

founder of The Recorder

and initiator of a resident

creative writing group led

by a VES instructor. As a

“mover,” Betty frequently

asked others for help in a

way that always received an affirmative reply. 

Dear readers, your words of remembrance sent

to us describe Betty as a kind person with an

enthusiasm toward writing and encouraging others

to write. We invite you to read in this issue “The

Road Less Traveled” and “A Different Approach,”

the last piece she wrote for the creative writing

group. Also, you will find “The Handwritten

Note,” a tribute from her son Clifford Lewis. In

an e-mail, he reported that the volume of Betty’s

correspondence was prodigious and that her

passing will no doubt be marked by a sharp

decline in mail passing through the Lynchburg

post office. 

Friends describe Betty as a true gem of a

person, a considerate, humble and noble

individual eager to acknowledge and lovingly

praise whatever good she spotted in history,

literature or her fellow women and men; one of a

kind who easily initiated and followed through on

projects; a lady who knew how to entertain both

with words and hospitality. Betty will be missed.

For several months, we have struggled with

how to be healthy and safe while searching for

ways to stay in touch with each other, friends and

family, both near and far. We have received

COVID-19 vaccinations, giving us a ray of hope

for a “new normal” lifestyle in 2021. 

In the meantime, our writers for this issue

provide us a perspective on a number of fronts.

Phyllis Kester takes us to rural Oklahoma in the

early 1900s, where we experience what could have

been a devastating accident. Natalie DeLeo,

granddaughter of Tippie and Paul DeLeo,

eloquently answers the question “Where Am I

From?” Kendall Sydnor observes how a simple

telephone call results in having to deal with a

morality issue. Fran Sutherland’s “Gus” and Greg

Haugan’s “Smart Pig” entertain us with unusual

animals, so to speak. Closer to home, architecture

historian Al Chambers provides us with a guide

for a tour of homes just down the street.

As always, we welcome a book review from

Connie Sowa and Strickler Library Notes compiled

by Martha Wilson. We thank Carol Hammer

for the front and back cover photographs in

celebration of Valentine’s Day, Larry Lewis for

showing Betty at Peaks of Otter and Al Chambers,

Greg Haugan and Fran Sutherland for the photos

that accompany their articles. As we move forward

with our 2021 publications, we understand that

any success we achieve comes from your support

with stories and poems throughout the year. For

this, we say thank you.

Betty Lewis
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A n article reflecting pandemic

challenges caught my friend Rob’s

attention. It seems the writer was reporting that

college professors these days are virtually

practicing therapists with respect to their

students.

It brought to mind for him an economics

course he had taken at Duke University for his

master’s degree. Anything but, was the precise,

strict reputation that preceded his prestigious

economics professor. 

Rob shared with me his memories of the final

exam day, obviously a day firmly engraved in his

memory. Students were dreading the exam to

begin with and when the professor arrived, he

removed all doubt. 

The professor announced the exam had only

three questions. It would be the major factor in

the semester grade. If a student made an A on the

exam, he would receive an A for the course. If he

didn’t, regardless of his previous record, he

would get a C. With that remark, the professor

left the room with students on their honor. (It

seemed apparent to me that failing students had

been dropped during the course of the semester.)

Within a few minutes, students grasped the

three challenging questions. A number opted to

leave the room shortly after the professor. Rob

told me that after a while he realized he was

alone in the classroom. “I was able to answer the

first two questions but hadn’t a clue as to the

answer for the third. Rather than leave it

unanswered, I took a different approach. I

decided to spell out why I felt it was such a

challenging question. Imagine my surprise when

the professor called me to his office!”

Rob told me he not only received an A, but

that he spent almost an hour having the treat of

the most absorbing economics discussion he

could ever have dreamed of.

A Different Approach
by Betty Lewis

Betty Lewis at Peaks of Otter
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The Road Less Traveled
by Betty Lewis

D ubois, Wyoming. The open road has

its own allure. Such was my thinking.

To share it with my son at the wheel had it offer

the best! Familiar with Wyoming roads, he

knew those less traveled. For me, the rugged

hillsides of mountainous terrain in the higher

altitudes, over 7,000 feet, brought adventure to

mind.

Our destination was one of his favorite

fishing holes. The stretch of open road soon

narrowed. Before long, circuitous, to my mind,

circumventing, tortuous, twists were en route.

Seemingly heedless, we persevered. Road

shoulders absent, with cliff dropping vistas in

the most arduous of turns, had me take a deep

breath. “Challenging!” A calm, “maybe”

followed.

Continuing as we were, I never saw another

car. Speculating, I thought, “What if? Who

would find us? Who would know?” Stilling

speculation, I asked, “Any idea how much

longer before we get there?” 

“We're almost there, about another half

hour.”

Ahead lay empty stretches of narrow roads,

punctuated with more hairpin turns. Suddenly I

noticed a car behind us was in view. I confess,

consoling!  He would need to bide his time. I

knew there was no means to accelerate our

pace! Thankfully, it wasn't long before a short

distance farther, he turned off onto a scarcely

visible dirt road.

Eventually, we took a road off to the right.

We had arrived! A jewel of a mountain lake lay

before us. Our destination had been reached.

What I had perceived as an arduous trip yielded

the joy of discovery — a pure gift. How

fortunate I felt!

That experience registered with me. It was

my first of many trips with Larry on roads he

had driven or trails he had hiked. It was the joy

of discovery! Therein, I decided, lies the

mystique of roads less traveled.
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The Handwritten 
Word

by Clifford Lewis

The handwritten word: it is painfully

slow. It is a laborious effort. It requires

thought and thoughtfulness. The ink trails

across the page, following the writer’s hand as

she traces invisible images from her memory.

The lines form letters. The letters combine to

form words. The words are translated by the

reader into a picture in his mind. The writing

conveys her feeling and intensity, forging a

connection between the two. The handwritten

word can be deliberate and sensitive or

hurried, quick in thought. The handwritten

word can be hurting with sadness or giddy

with lightheartedness. Whatever the feeling, it

can be recreated hours, days, even years later

as the reader interprets each arc, every slant. It

can take him as long to read as it did her to

pen. It is slow, hard work to write and read

the handwritten word. But the thought and the

thoughtfulness endure. The bond between the

two is forever. 

“The moving finger writes; and, having

writ, moves on: nor all thy piety nor wit shall

lure it back to cancel half a line, or all thy

tears wash out a word of it.” 

From: The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

Making 
The Right Decision

by Kendall Sydnor

I ’ve never received good news from a

ringing telephone in the middle of the

night. It was the first evening of the New

Year, and the sky was as black as tar. The

weather had been cold and damp for much of

the holiday season. 

Should I answer the dang phone or let it

ring? If I don’t answer, the caller might call

again as soon as I get back to sleep. Then, I

may not get to sleep because I might be awake

wondering who had called. I picked up the

phone and the caller quickly stated he was

Sheriff Deputy Doe, and he had picked up a

man on my farm who was too drunk to drive

or stand. The drunk was far enough off the

public road that he needed the landowner to

press charges for trespassing and littering. 

Lots of thoughts bounced around my

groggy head. What if this drunk is someone

who knows me? Will he come back and

vandalize my property after he gets out of jail?

Will he harm himself or anyone else if he

doesn’t spend tonight in jail? If I press charges,

I may have to appear before a magistrate

tonight and later drive 30 miles to court at

least once to appear as a witness at his trial.

continued on page 7
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Hoping to buy a little time, I asked Deputy

Doe the drunk’s name. “Sorry, privacy laws.”

So, I asked Deputy Doe what he could tell me?

“Well, the drunk said it had been a very bad

holiday. His family and some visiting relatives

were all mad at him. Someone in his family had

threatened to call law enforcement. He was

concerned a fight was about to happen and he

couldn’t take any more verbal abuse, so he

decided to leave.” If I pressed charges, a big

court bill would be added to his miseries. I told

Deputy Doe I would not press charges if the

litter got cleaned up.

I drove to the farm the next morning to

satisfy my curiosity. There was no litter except a

big garage bag full of beer cans (he must have

been quite drunk). I guess the guy had kept his

end of the bargain and left the debris in the bag.

Still curious, I decided to see if any of my

neighbors had information about the event.

The first neighbor hadn’t seen or heard

anything but asked if I could stop the night

activity on our road. The second neighbor

didn’t know anything. He had seen flashing

lights, and he told me sternly that I should have

had the sorry miscreant locked up so his road

wouldn’t get a bad reputation. Another

neighbor said I might have problems if the

drunk left the scene and damaged something.

The last neighbor I checked with had visited the

scene and was helpful. He told me that Deputy

Doe had called a friend of the drunk who came,

collected him, cleaned up the trash, and took

him to his home to sleep off his drunken state.

A great holiday gesture on the part of the

friend.

I began to bounce my decisions around in

my head. Should I have pleased some friends

and punished the trespasser by having him

locked up? Also, should I have let the deputy

take him away for his own protection? I

pictured his kids in school after the holiday

telling the teacher, “We went to the jail to bring

Daddy home.” I didn’t think liquor liability

laws applied to me under these circumstances. I

gave thanks that I had grown up in a home free

of holiday social problems.

I put my musings to rest when I remembered

Aesop’s fable about the old man, the donkey

and the young man who tried to please

everyone and ended up pleasing no one. Time to

think about something else.

Making The Right Decision
continued from page 6
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Sir Gus
(From The Horse’s Mouth)

Just call me Gus. It has been a long

time since my almost forgotten dreams

of glory at the racetrack, or what one might call

“my years of magical thinking.” I liked to run

— the faster the better — so I kept at it for

three years at Thistledown where I had 43

starts, six firsts and four thirds. When I

eventually realized I would not be able to pay

my way anymore, I began to think that perhaps

I had a higher calling. I was right!

My second career started in Virginia where a

lovely little girl became my best friend. It turned

out that I was a good jumper and still was fast,

so together we won lots of ribbons and prizes in

Pony Club. When she grew up and moved away

to college, I found myself out of a job, and it

was then that my troubles started. Long story

short, my life began a downward spiral and

eventually I was abandoned and simply left in a

field alone. That Brook Hill Farm found and

rescued me is the happiest miracle of my life. 

For those that do not know, Brook Hill was

founded for the sole purpose to rescue,

rehabilitate and re-home unwanted, neglected

and injured horses. Those that cannot be

rehabilitated and rehomed live in sanctuary at

the farm. Some horses (count me as one) remain

on the farm to participate in therapy programs. 

Along the way, Brook Hill had discovered

the magic combination of horses and people
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and how they can each heal the other. They

developed equine-assisted learning programs

that provide services for at-risk youth failing

high school and for physically and mentally

challenged children and adults, senior citizens

and military veterans. 

It is in the at-risk youth program that I

began my new career at Brook Hill Farm. Upon

entering the program, each participant is

partnered with a horse, like me, whose

background is often as painful as their own, and

together we develop a trust and bond that forms

a partnership that creates the opportunity for us

both to heal. I have had the opportunity to

teach and love some wonderful kids. I have

watched them grow, gain self-confidence, and

evolve into caring, compassionate adults. Just

look at the photo of me and Belle at a Pony

Club show jumping rally. AND did I tell you

that 100 percent of the at-risk youth at Brook

Hill Farm have graduated from high school and

gone on to secondary education?

I am 25 years old now and retired from

jumping, but I am still active and busy in the

therapeutic arena with our physically and

mentally challenged participants. Check out the

photo of Anna leading me with a boy with

emotional disabilities. I will always have a job

at Brook Hill Farm.

I AM INDEED A LUCKY THOROUGHBRED!

Editors’ Note: Fran Sutherland’s interview with

Brook Hill Farm’s “Sir Gus” brought home The

Jockey Club’s “Thoroughbred of the Year

Award,” which honors Thoroughbreds engaged

in non-competitive careers.
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The Backs Of Oakwood: A Tour
by S. Allen Chambers Jr.

W e’ve all seen them: those patrician

houses staring down at us from their

ridge overlooking VES Road, to our left as we’re

driving toward town. There are six of them, an

even half-dozen, and while they display a variety

of architectural styles, they share similarities of

scale, massing, materials, and — it must be said —

a definite sense of grandeur. This may come as a

surprise, for what we’re seeing is their rear

elevations, not their façades. While it’s almost

axiomatic that houses in Lynchburg’s older “hill

neighborhoods” flaunt Queen Anne façades, but

flash Sally Ann behinds, that’s certainly not the

case here. These Georgian-, Tudor-, and

Mediterranean-Revival posteriors were designed to

be seen and admired. So much the better for us. 

We’re looking at houses that face the western

side of Oakwood Place. Platted in the “teen” years

of the 20th century, but not really developed until

the prosperous twenties, Oakwood Place is,

prosaically, simply a short, one-block long, T-

shaped, dead-end street, extending northward

from its intersection with Rivermont Avenue,

parallel to the earlier VES Road.

Prosaics aside, from its inception the street has

been one of Lynchburg’s best addresses, as is

grandly announced by stone piers, capped with

concrete globes, that guard its entrance. Three

C.E.O.s, a doctor, a recently retired Presbyterian

minister and — perhaps surprisingly — a well-

past-middle-age spinster built these houses and

called them home.

Time to take a tour. We can do this virtually,

but if you plan to do it in person, here’s a

suggestion or two: DO NOT DO THIS ON

YOUR OWN! Instead, get a loved one — spouse,

grandchild, friend, sitter — to drive. While you sit

in the back seat behind them, and try not to be a

backseat driver as they navigate, and you look. Or

— and this can be done on your own — drive up

VES Road, turn right at the main entrance

driveway of the First Presbyterian Church, turn

around in front of the entrance to the sanctuary,

then come back halfway up the drive and park.

Fig. 1. Robert Owen Horton house Fig. 2. James Dunlop Paxton house
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continued on page 12

The whole panoply will now be right in front of

you. Two more words of advice:

1. Do this in the afternoon, on a clear day, when

the rays of the western sun are doing their best

to illuminate the panorama for you.

2. Don’t do it on a Sunday morning, for obvious

reasons.

The first house on the far left was built for

Robert Owen Horton and his wife, Maidie, and

designed in 1924 by Aubrey Chesterman at the

same time he prepared plans for Lynchburg’s

architectural trademark: Monument Terrace. The

Mediterranean style bona fides are easily

established and identified by its pastel-colored

stucco walls and shallow, red-tiled hip roof. The

one-story side wing and polygonal rear wing are

compatible additions (fig. 1).

Robert Horton, according to his 1935

obituary, had long been “prominent in the

business, civic, and social life of Lynchburg.” And

how! He had served as a director of two banks

and the Glamorgan Foundry and had been

secretary-treasurer of Guggenheimer’s. 

Unfortunately, he was able to enjoy his

Oakwood Place home for only a decade. His

widow survived him and remained here for 37

more years. Originally from Texas, she came to

Lynchburg to attend Randolph-Macon Woman's

College, but, according to her nephew, was

expelled for smoking. WC resident Jane White,

who grew up on the other side of Oakwood Place,

recalls that Maidie hosted an annual garden party

called the Lilac Tea, to which neighbors were

invited to enjoy the blooms and share a cuppa.

Jane doesn’t recall if Maidie still smoked.

Next door to the Horton house, but a century

or two — and several countries — removed in its

architectural ancestry, is the Paxton house, built by

the Rev. James Dunlop Paxton. Lest you wonder

that the elders of a Presbyterian Church, with their

traditional Scottish sense of thrift, sanctioned such

an extravagant layout, rest assured that Dr. Paxton

had independent means. To design his house, Dr.

Fig. 3. James Dunlop Paxton house (1929) Fig. 4. Thomas M. Thornill house
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The Backs Of Oakwood: A Tour
continued from page 11

Paxton chose the talented architectural team of

Preston S. Craighill (who also lived on Oakwood

Place, but not in one of the houses on our tour) and

Bennett D. Cardwell (father of WC resident Sam

Cardwell). As the firm of Craighill and Cardwell

also designed three other houses we’ll visit, I’ll refer

to them from now on simply as C&C.

The Paxton house has everything a Tudor

squire (or vicar) could possibly have wanted:

studied asymmetry, casement windows (some with

diamond panes), rough-textured brick, hooded

dormers, gables galore, multi-flued chimneys and a

roof that deserves special mention. Supplied by the

well-known Ludowici-Celadon Company, the

muted red tile shingles do more than their part to

enhance the picturesque character of the house. If

you look carefully, you can tell that the tiles were

laid on an intentionally irregular base. Rafters

were built up — or scabbed — in selected spots,

especially at gable ends, so that the roof would

appear as if it had settled gradually over the

centuries (fig. 2).

In 1929, C&C published a monograph

illustrating a number of residences they had

designed. Among the photographs was the one

shown here as fig. 3, a rear view of the Paxton

house, garden, and driveway. Hardly anything has

changed in over 90 years, a testament to its

excellent design.

Dr. Paxton wanted not only to recall “Merrie

Olde Scotland” in his new house, he also wanted

to be reminded of his own more recent past: the

25 happy years he spent in the church’s manse —

the still-standing house at 707 Clay Street, in

downtown Lynchburg. Thereby hangs a tale,

involving twice-transplanted woodwork and trim,

and even an association with Thomas Jefferson.

But as we’re on an exterior tour, those morsels of

information will have to await another time.

On to the next house, the youngest of the lot.

Architect Pen Clark’s drawings for the Thomas M.

Thornhill house, preserved in the Lynchburg

Architectural Archive at Jones Memorial Library,

are dated February 1937, and construction started

Fig. 5. Hennie Cheatwood house Fig. 6. W. J. D. Bell house
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continued on page 14

soon after (fig. 4). The house shares the same

architectural ancestry as the Paxton house, but it is

altogether a far tamer Tudor. There are no scabbed

rafters; instead of diamond panes, most of the

windows here use more standard sash with

rectangular panes, and dormers with clipped

gables substitute for hoods. Instead of antique tile

shingles, Buckingham slates cover the roof. 

While the effects of the Depression were still

wreaking havoc throughout the country in the

mid-1930s, the Thornhills were apparently still

riding high, figuratively if not literally, in their

Thornhill Wagons. Thomas had inherited the

presidency of Thornhill Wagon Works in 1933,

after the death of his father Benjamin, who had

founded the family enterprise in 1898. By 1936, a

year before the house was built, the firm had

become the largest independent maker of farm

wagons in the country. In 1941, several years after

the family had become comfortably ensconced on

Oakwood Place, 6,000 wagons were produced at

the wagon “factory” in Fort Hill. All were painted

the traditional “Thornhill green.” Thomas

Thornhill was quoted sometime in the 1940s as

saying that, while his company’s vehicles weren’t

often seen on city streets anymore, he couldn’t

imagine an American farm without a four-wheeled

horse-drawn wagon. Sic transit gloria Thornhill: in

October 1958, the company was dissolved. For

those who are interested, there’s a Thornhill

Wagon permanently installed in the Hearse House

at the Old City Cemetery, and yes, even though it’s

a bit faded, it’s painted green.

The next two houses on our tour are, or at

least were, architectural siblings, and both were

built at almost the same time. According to

Lynchburg City Directories, the first was occupied

by its owner in 1928, the second by its owners, in

1929. And, as might be expected, both were

designed by the same firm, C&C. The twin on the

left was built for Miss Henrietta Hurt Cheatwood,

known to all as “Miss Hennie.” She was kin to

everybody, and according to the very first sentence

Fig. 7. W. J. D. Bell house (1929) Fig. 8. Warren Koontz house (ca. 1933)
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The Backs Of Oakwood: A Tour
continued from page 13

in her headlined obituary in the Lynchburg News,

was “identified throughout her entire adult life

with church, civic and social activities.” That same

notice especially lauded her charitable activities

during World War I, when she participated in

blood drives and the Red Cross Canteen

Committee. In a more private vein, she “spent

much of her time in the cultivation of flowers at

her Oakwood Place home.” Much of her garden

has disappeared, as later owners added a huge

addition to the rear of her house, an appendage

that calls to mind the old adage of the tail wagging

the dog (fig. 5).  Ask Jane White why a cluster of

lovely red tulips in Miss Hennie’s yard were so

short-lived one particular spring.

Unlike Miss Hennie’s house, the rear façade

(the one we see) of the Bell house remains virtually

unchanged from the summer day when it was

photographed in 1929 (cf. figs. 6 and 7). It was

then barely a year old. All the handsome hallmarks

of Georgian Revival design are here in full flower:

axial symmetry (at least in the main block) and (at

least in Virginia) rich red brick walls laid in

Flemish bond, topped with a Buckingham slate

roof that accommodates handsome, arched dormer

windows in its generous expanse. Not only is the

Bell house visually unchanged, it has an even more

impressive claim to permanency: it is still lived in

by members of the builder’s family, now to the

fourth generation.

W.J.D. Bell, known to all as Davis Bell, was

not only the long-time president of Lynchburg’s

Quinn-Marshall Company, Inc., a wholesale dry

goods concern, he was a founder and president of

the National Wholesale Dry Goods Institute.

Unfortunately, like his neighbor, Robert Horton,

Bell had precious little time to enjoy his new

house. He died here in 1936, a day short of his

69th birthday, after having lived on Oakwood

Place only seven years.

A hugely successful businessman, Bell was

equally well known for his charitable activities, so

much so that in his obituary, the Lynchburg News

gave him accolades as “one of the principal

philanthropists of this section” of Virginia. His

widow carried on in his footsteps, donating

generously to Randolph-Macon, where a

dormitory is named in her honor.

The last house, the Koontz house, was built in

1933 from a design by only the first partner of

C&C. Preston Craighill, so the story goes, had not

only dreamt his dream house but had drawn a

handsome rendering of it, which was hanging on

his office wall when a potential client, Dr. Warren

Koontz, walked in. “That’s the house I want,”

Koontz is said to have said, to which Craighill must

have replied, “So be it,” or words to that effect.

Fast forward, for a reason, to Dr. Koontz’s

1980 obituary, which noted, among other things,

that he “was an avid gardener [and] a past

president of the Lynchburg Camellia Club.” So

avid, in fact, that his horticultural efforts, including

copious camellias, have now reached such

magnificent maturity that the rear façade of this

dream house is barely visible from VES Road. Not

continued on page 15
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continued on page 16

Mother’s Handkerchief
by Phyllis Kester

I n the early 1900s, a few years after

Oklahoma Territory and Indian

Territory merged to become Oklahoma, the

46th state, a recently widowed Nora May

Hays anxiously peered at the horizon and the

dirt road one more time. Yesterday morning,

one of her five sons took the horse and wagon

to town to sell some produce and pick up

supplies. He should have been back last night,

but still no sign of him this morning.

On a sudden impulse, Nora quickly

returned to her house where her infant

daughter, Hallie, was inside in a large rocking

chair with a tea towel tied around her to hold

her upright in the chair. The little girl could

entertain herself by moving her head back and

forth to make the chair rock. As Nora stepped

to the doorway, fear seized her heart. Hallie

had the chair rocking so big it turned over,

pitching her — headfirst — into the fire in the

fireplace. She raced to snatch Hallie from the

flames engulfing the infant.

Nora wept and prayed as she did her best

to tend to her badly burned infant's needs. She

knew any help she got would have to be from

God because this was rural Oklahoma in the

early 1900s. Mrs. Hays had no telephone, no

car, no nearby doctor or emergency service, or

even close neighbors.

The Backs Of Oakwood
continued from page 14

to worry. The house hasn’t changed at all from the

time the photograph shown as fig. 8 was taken.

This image is part of a phenomenal album of

documentary photographs given to the present

owners by Dr. Koontz’s son.

Like the Paxton house, the Koontz house shows

a masterful architectural mélange of Medieval

Revival massing, materials and details. Even the

driveway, which is easily visible from VES Road, is

of a past period. Instead of being covered in

asphalt, it has carefully laid Belgian blocks.

Vocationally, Dr. Koontz practiced urology in

Lynchburg from 1930 until his retirement in 1971,

having obtained all of his degrees — B.A., M.A.,

and M.D. — from the University of Virginia.

Another avocation, in addition to gardening, was an

interest in early American furniture, in which his

obituary noted, he “was considered an authority.”

One of his prized possessions, a tester bed, thought

to be by New England’s famous Samuel McIntyre, is

now proudly displayed at Point of Honor.

Now, two of the favorite words in the English

language, “in conclusion”: that pretty much wraps

up our tour. For the most intrepid drivers among

you, consider turning left at the stoplight in front

of Oakwood Country Club, then take an almost

immediate left again into Oakwood Place, drive

between the stone piers, and you can enjoy a full-

frontal view of The Backs of Oakwood.

The author appreciates assistance given by

Bettye Chambers, Chuck Bradner, Nancy Marion,

Lisa Cresson and Jessica Ward.
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Sometime later, a visiting preacher heard of

the accident and came to call and pray for the

badly burned baby girl. His love and

compassion touched the whole family, but none

forgot one line of his prayer, “And, Father,

please don’t let this little girl have any scarring

on her face.”

This all happened over a century ago. But,

as Hallie’s only daughter, I can reassure you that

God answered that preacher’s specific prayer.

Not only was Hallie’s face spared from scarring,

but she also went on to live a very normal and

productive life for over eight decades. The only

remaining sign of the fire upon Mother was the

scarring of her left hand that had been thrust

down into the hot coal bed. It was as if the heat

melted her two smaller fingers into the palm of

her hand. The middle and pointer fingers were

permanently curled around so that she had a

partially closed left hand.

Whenever anyone asked Mother about her

scarred hand, she would just smile and say, “but

God gave me my own special handkerchief

holder.” Then she would demonstrate how a

Mother’s Handkerchief
continued from page 15

handkerchief tucked down in the small space

between her fingers and palm was held so

tightly that it would not shake loose as she

waved her left hand in the air.

For most of Mother’s life, she kept a pretty

handkerchief tucked in her left hand — in her

handkerchief holder. Consequently, many who

had known her and worked closely with her for

years didn’t realize her left hand was deformed.

During her adult years, she acquired several

academic degrees and found that she loved

teaching grade school. Over the years, her

friends, students and students' parents showered

her with beautiful and unusual handkerchiefs

for Christmas, birthdays and other holidays.

When I started wearing contact lenses in my

teens, I quickly discovered I preferred carrying

one of Mother’s handkerchiefs instead of using

a Kleenex with all of its accompanying lint. So,

for nearly eight decades, I have also been

carrying Mother’s handkerchiefs — and still do

to this day. They remind me of God’s provision

in difficult times.
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Where I’m From
by Natalie DeLeo

I am from the beautiful outdoors
With scorching summer heat, wispy fall breezes

I am from many beautiful states, which I have traveled
As many different seasons slowly unraveled.

I am from an amazing abundance of fruits and vegetables,
Vitamins and carbs piled as high as Mount Everest. 
I am from nutritious meals, with delicious sauces 

and fragrant spices
I am from homemade ribs, steaks, chickens, and turkeys 

where I just want to eat more.
I am from creamy delicious mashed potatoes on a cold

Thanksgiving Day,
As I feel the warmth migrate down my throat.

I’m from days that are like a good movie
As they keep getting better and better.

I’m from endless times of fun, cheer and giving,
Happiness, sorrow and anger.

I’m from environments of kindness and friendship
Which I try to sprinkle everywhere I go

Like a fairy on a mission.

I am from a loving family that supports me in everything I do,
Like a pillar supporting a building

I am from shouts of encouragement “You got this!”
High fives and pats on the back.

I’m from moving to new states, schools and homes.
I’m from feeling the excitement jump inside me as my dad returns

From his long journey overseas
I’m from listening to the helicopters fly overhead

And knowing that I am safe,
Like a baby bird under its mother’s wing.

I’m from saying the Pledge of Allegiance and feeling proud inside
Because I live in the Home of the Brave
I am from breathing the air of freedom

In every breath I take.

R ecorder Readers,

We proudly

share the poem at right

written by 11-year-old

Natalie DeLeo, the older of

two daughters of our

youngest son, Captain Nick

DeLeo, USN, XO, aircraft

carrier, The George H. Bush,

stationed in Norfolk,

Virginia. Natalie has lived in

Virginia, Florida and South

Carolina, so when assigned

in English class to write

about where she is from, she

wasn’t sure where to focus.

As you can tell from the

poem, she figured it out by

telling us a lot about herself

and her family. We

particularly like her showing

the relationship between the

wings of the helicopter and

feeling safe as a baby bird

under the mother’s wing.  

— Tippie and Paul DeLeo
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H i! I am a pig. Not your usual

barnyard variety, nor your

Smithfield Ham variety. I am a 41-year-old

intelligent, good looking PIG that lives in a

pipeline. No, not a sewer pipe. I have a home,

an active pipeline in Alaska called the Trans

Alaska Pipeline or TAPS. The pipeline runs

some 800 miles from the oil fields in the North

Slope at Prudhoe Bay to the terminal at Valdez

and the oil is moved by twelve pump stations.

Yes, I know when you look at a globe, it is all

downhill, but there is a mountain range near the

north end that has a lot of uphill. 

The pumps, named for the Pump House

where they live—one through twelve, starting at

Prudhoe Bay—are friends of mine. At each

pump house, one finds two or three pumps

depending upon the distance and “hilliness,” a

technical term. Unfortunately, the pumps are

not as intelligent as you, the reader, and lead a

rather boring life. They are very happy being

bored as each day they smoothly move

approximately 20,000 gallons per minute or

one to two million barrels. I can hear them

humming happily as I pass by. 

Let me tell you a little about me. Without

bragging too much, I think I am one of the most

important workers at TAPS. Bimonthly, for

almost 12 days, I ride inside the warm 3.7 mph

oil stream from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez and

inspect the inside of the four-foot diameter

pipeline for any corrosion. I also clean the

inside of the pipe with my scrapers removing

the paraffin that collects on the cold surfaces.

Finally, I collect corrosion data with my sensors.

At the end of the ride, my engineers drain the

The Smart Pig
by Greg Haugan

A Pipeline Inspection Gadget—PIG
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data from me looking for potential problems

and their locations.

One of my friends, Curly Tail, is now retired

and resides in a museum. In the old days, as I

understand, some cleaning pigs were made from

straw bale wrapped in barbed wire, while others

used leather. Both made a squealing noise while

traveling through the pipe, sounding to some

like a squealing pig, supposedly giving modern

pigs their nickname. I resent this nickname; I do

not squeal. It is insulting. I am a Pipeline

Inspection Gadget, a hi-tech PIG.

Enough about me. I think you will be

interested in knowing about my big adventure.

One morning, pump P3A was not humming

happily, but shrieking and complaining. He

sounded like his turbine was scraping his

shroud, which meant serious trouble. I was

aware of the problem because my engineers in

the Prudhoe control center talked about it and

tried to shut him down before he hurt himself.

It was not a good situation because this pump

house only had two pumps and the second one

had just been made inoperative for extensive

maintenance. TAPS had been designed to allow,

when needed, for one pump at a station to

operate and keep the oil still flowing, it just

moved more slowly. It is cold outside, and the

oil is heated by the pump for an easy flow. You

can imagine what would happen if the oil

stopped moving for several days and congealed.

Ugh! (Another technical term).

But the BIGGEST problem is the financial

number crunchers (that is what engineers call

them). For a long time, I thought numbers were

like crackers, but they are really something

called bucks. No oil, no bucks, no pay. But, not

to worry. The pumps are very reliable and rarely

have any problems. They are maintained

regularly, and the sick pump turbine had just

been overhauled. I heard my engineers talking

about it as they determined the real problem —

it was not a simple turbine blade problem; the

pump had a bearing failure and things came

apart causing the entire turbine pump to

become scrap. I understand scrap. Curly Tail

barely escaped that condition when he retired.

Fortunately, PIGS don’t have bearings and avoid

scrap by being upgraded from time to time.

Gas turbine pumps are very large, usually

reliable and expensive. After all, the turbine

part is a jet engine, like on a B-52 bomber. The

pump section is driven by a turbine connected

to a pipe with a diameter of four feet. This

makes the pump heavy, long, wide and

unwieldy. The expectation is that they never

have to be removed but maintained in place

with parts replaced as needed. Boring. So, just

bring another one in. No problem, I thought.

continued on page 20
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continued on page 21

Have you ever seen the program on the

Weather Station called Ice Road Truckers? My

engineers, when in the control center, watched

it; they know several of those guys. Icy road

conditions accounted for just a part of the

larger problem of moving a new pump to us

from Cincinnati, its home base. Trucking it 600

plus miles up and over the Brooks Range and

down to Pump House 3 became a bit dicey

(another technical term). It was winter and a

frozen Bering Sea and Arctic made the use of a

ship impossible. If a pump could be flown into

the big airport at Prudhoe Bay, truckers would

not be waiting to take it down to PH3.

So, my engineers turned to the United States

Air Force. The pumps are too large for most

commercial aircraft, too large for the National

Guard C-130s that were available. But one

could be carried by the C-5 Galaxy aircraft

designed to fly multiple M1A1 Abrams tanks

around the world. 

But there was a bureaucratic problem. It

was not a Department of Defense mission and

the Air Force did not have the authority to fly a

C-5 to Cincinnati, load a massive pump and fly

it to a small unimproved air strip north of the

Brooks Range in Alaska. They were agreeable

to help, for they thought it would be a great

training run and also an important component

of the U.S. energy mix.

I was near the control room and anxiously

listened to the engineers discuss the Air Force’s

willingness, but they needed something called

“authorization.” That sounded like a magic

potion to me. My engineers suggested that

because the Department of Transportation was

responsible for pipeline safety and knew the

TAPS program, they might be able to help. The

Air Force colonel in charge of the C-5 squadron

called the Department of Transportation and

eventually talked with the director of the

Transportation Programs Bureau. After

explaining the problem, the bureau director

agreed it was a serious transportation problem

and authorized the mission. He had the magic

potion.

My engineers said something authorizing the

mission was hand carried from the Pentagon to

the Department of Transportation Headquarters

where this thing was signed. I guess it was like a

bottle to carry the potion. Immediately, the

mission was initiated and successfully

completed. The C-5 transports are designed to

operate from small unimproved air strips, so

they were able to use the one near the pump

station as planned. The dozen people who work

at each pump station moved the pump from the

plane to the installation location. I never found

The Smart Pig
continued from page 19
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Book Review

Tandem Tales 
Of Human Foibles

by Connie C. Sowa

Dedicated in memory of Betty Lewis

I f you are looking for something

different to read this winter, I highly

recommend The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold

Fry and The Love Song of Miss Queenie

Hennessy, both by Rachel Joyce. They are

neither prequels or sequels, but a pair of

“companion” books. Each can be read on its

own merit as a fully developed story, but when

read in tandem, they complete each other. 

It is important to read about Harold Fry

first. Harold is just an ordinary Englishman

who has recently retired from the local

brewery and now has nothing to do. “He

never did the unexpected,” Joyce writes. “Days

went by and nothing changed; only his waist

thickened, and he lost more hair.” Worse, after

47 years of marriage, he and his wife,

Pig
continued from page 20

continued on page 22

out exactly how they did that, but that was not

my problem.

I am happy to report that within two days

my new friend, pump P3A was humming along

and all was well. I was thinking the person at

the Department of Transportation, as well as

the Air Force people deserved medals for their

efforts to keep TAPS operating. Although

common sense prevailed and cooperation

between TAPS, the Air Force, and DOT was

what a normal person would want to see

happen, all were told to keep quiet and not

mention it. The Air Force was not authorized to

help a private organization and the DOT

Bureau Director did not really have the power

to authorize the use of a C-5. Nevertheless, all

the participants were happy because the end

beneficiaries were the citizens of the United

States who were relying on the regular supply of

oil to the refineries.

Meanwhile, I have been doing my regular

runs between Prudhoe Bay and Valdez checking

and scraping. There was a lot of paraffin to

remove after the pump incident. I heard a

rumor that I will be upgraded to a “smart PIG”

but that is unnecessary since I am already

smart!
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Book Review
continued from page 21

Maureen, live like strangers in their spotless

home, where the air is thick with blame. Their

once-promising son never calls and never visits. 

The monotony of Harold’s retirement is

interrupted with the arrival of a “letter that

would change everything.” Queenie Hennessy, a

woman that Harold worked with 20 years ago,

has written to say goodbye because she’s dying

of cancer. 

Harold composes a bland note of

condolence with the intention of dropping it in

a neighborhood post box. But along the way,

he decides instead to deliver it by hand to

Queenie’s hospice. What ensues is a quixotic

journey full of absurdities, because the hospice

isn’t nearby nor even in the next town over.

Queenie’s home is over 500 miles away. Harold

is ill-prepared for this trip — no map, cellphone

or even a change of clothes. 

On the spur of the moment, he decides he

will “walk” his letter to Queenie. He declares,

“I will keep walking and she must keep living.”

Thus, Harold’s trek becomes his pilgrimage,

where along the way he discovers himself,

atones for the mistakes he’s made and learns to

accept the strangeness of others he meets. He

comes to rely on the “kindness of strangers”

and they in turn become inspired by his single-

minded dedication and quest for redemption.

The Love Song of Miss Queenie Hennessy is

told from Queenie’s perspective as she awaits

Harold’s arrival. Harold and Queenie befriend

each other at the brewery where they work, he

as a sales manager, she as an accountant.

Normally mild-mannered, Harold flies into an

anguished and drunken rage following a family

tragedy and destroys some of his boss’s

treasured possessions. Queenie steps in to take

the blame, is promptly fired and disappears to

the north of England.

In this novel, we meet Queenie. Before her

move to hospice care, she spent most of her

years since leaving the brewery in a cliffside

beach house tending her elaborate garden — a

tribute to Harold, the gentle man whom she has

quietly loved since the day they met. When she

learns that Harold is on his way, she begins a

letter to him confessing her affection and her

secret role in his private family tragedy. 

While this book is darker than “Harold

Fry,” do not think that it is depressing or even

maudlin. The character of Queenie is quite

whimsical and she sprinkles her message to

Harold with humor, especially as she describes

her fellow hospice residents. You might find

yourself chuckling over some of the antics they

manage to perform. In the end, both this book

and the previous one are really an ode to our

often messy, definitely imperfect, but glorious

humanity. Good choices for book clubs. 
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American Dirt. Jeanine Cummins (F C971a)

A novel: Cummins explores the lives of

migrants struggling to reach el norte.

Blue Moon: A Jack Reacher Novel.

Lee Child (F C536b)

Thriller hero Jack Reacher comes to the aid of

an elderly couple entangled with dangerous

international gangs.

Women in Sunlight. Frances Mayes (F M468w)

A novel: During a year spent in Tuscany, four

American women forge an unexpected

friendship.

Alternate Side. Anna Quindlen (F Q7a)

What does it mean to be a woman, a wife, a

mother when an unforeseen crisis erupts in a

tranquil village?

A Minute to Midnight. David Baldacci 

(F B175m)

FBI investigator Atlas Pine tries to solve a

thirty-year-old child abduction case.

The Silent Patient. Alex Machadides (F M622s)

Can a criminal psychotherapist unlock the

secrets of a domestic tragedy?

Camino Winds. John Grisham (F G869c)

A hurricane struck Camino Island. Author

Nelson Kerr died in the storm. Or was

something suspicious afoot?

The Number Game. Danielle Steele (S 813n) 

Family dynamics in a Connecticut town.

Masked Prey. John Sandford (F S196m) 

A Prey novel: Another in the Lucas Davenport

series.

The Dutch House. Ann Patchett (F P294d)

Newly wealthy Cyril Conroy buys a lavish estate as

a surprise for his wife, with unforeseen and

unhappy outcomes.
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